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Berenberg Macro Flash 

SOMETHING HAS TO GIVESOMETHING HAS TO GIVESOMETHING HAS TO GIVESOMETHING HAS TO GIVE 

Read the leaks of the possible policy measures coming in Chancellor George Osborne’s mini-budget on Wednesday and 

you could be forgiven for thinking the deficit had already been eliminated. Papers widely report a £15bn road building 

programme (already announced by Prime Minister David Cameron), £2bn for the National Health Service and more 

funding for so-called ‘catapult’ innovation centres – they help commercialise innovations. In his September party con-

ference speech, Prime Minister Cameron also layered on a prospective £7bn income tax cut during the next parliament 

to be funded, presumably, by more spending restraint. Other reported ideas for this week’s Autumn Statement are that 

Osborne could reform the stamp duty system – removing the cliff edge nature of the tax bands – and maybe scrap in-

heritance tax but make up the lost funds via Capital Gains Tax. We will have to wait for the statement to find out the 

actual measures of course. Still, the key point is highlighted by the inheritance tax idea: whatever Osborne gives, he will 

have to take away with the other hand. 

Rather than falling, the deficit has risen so far this year as income tax has disappointed. We expect the deficit to come 

in at a shade under £100bn this fiscal year, about £10bn higher than Osborne had expected. The fiscal watchdog, the 

Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR), will probably judge that a chunk of the extra borrowing is structural i.e. can 

only be eliminated by further austerity. Back in 2010 the Chancellor was planning for austerity to be almost over by 

now, with borrowing down to under £40bn a year and the structural deficit all but eliminated. But the spending re-

straint will now have to continue for probably all of the next parliament (see chart below). With swathes of the gov-

ernment budget protected from cuts – health, education and the small foreign aid budget – the cuts required elsewhere 

are very large. The government’s plans from earlier this year already envisaged Osborne cutting day-to-day spending 

on government departments (government consumption) to the lowest share of GDP since World War II.  

That is not to say pruning back the state is necessarily a poor goal. Cutting back the dead hand of government is one 

standard supply side measure. Osborne has made real progress 

with cuts to corporation tax, a higher tax free earnings allow-

ance and freeing individual’s use of their pension funds. Crum-

bling UK infrastructure needs investment. Those investments 

could well pay for themselves by boosting growth. The most 

successful fiscal consolidations tend to come through spending 

restraint rather than tax rises. But there are limits. Further 

spending commitments, like road building, would necessitate 

more very difficult cuts elsewhere given the large protected 

departments. Something will have to give, meaning either high-

er taxes or less austerity over all. The opposition Labour party 

would prefer the latter, as they propose to borrow to fund in-

vestment. If Osborne remains Chancellor after May 2015, either 

commitments like the road building funds may not materialise, 

or tax rises are more likely than tax cuts in the next parliament.  

 

CHEAPER OIL SHOULD PUT THE FIZZ BACK IN THE UK RECOVERY 

Oil is down further this morning, which should help the recovery even more (although possibly not Osborne’s sums 

that much, given North Sea Oil). Of course, it is hard to know where the oil price settles, but based on the slide over the 

last three weeks, on Friday we upped our forecast for UK growth to 2.9% next year (see attached). We also cut inflation 

to 1.3% for next year (from 1.5%) and expect it to trough at 0.8% in December 2014. With inflation now likely to remain 

lower for longer, we also changed our call for the first BoE rate hike to August 2015 (pushed back from June). More oil 

price falls, if sustained, could obviously push further in those directions. 

 

Cheap oil could give the recovery its fizz back, after the growth outlook had been dulled by Eurozone troubles. The 

signs are tentative so far, but falling unemployment may finally be stirring British wage growth from its long slumber. 
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Combined with super low inflation, which has also been helped by falling food prices and other import costs, consum-

ers should see meaningful gains in their purchasing power next year. That is a real change from the gloom that pervad-

ed consumer income prospects just three to six months ago, and justifies our continued optimism. How much might 

their purchasing power be boosted? Well, a rule of thumb is that a 10% oil price decline should take 0.1-0.2% off infla-

tion within a few months. That is just the petrol price effect. There are other indirect channels. Oil is, of course, an im-

portant production input. Weaker oil prices should mean lower food prices, which account for nearly 10% of consumer 

spending. Transport is another 3%, catering 9% and electricity and gas are another 4%. Much of the world will also ben-

efit from these effective tax cuts.  

 

Not all the signals about the UK economy are as positive as that. For instance, the Engineering Employer’s Federation 

this morning reported that manufacturer’s confidence in the outlook had slipped. Companies say that reflects weak 

Eurozone growth (nearly half of UK exports go there) and, according to the FT, potentially damaging effects of the de-

bate on Brexit. We have for some time expected UK growth to slow to a still solid 0.6% qoq in Q4 because of near stag-

nation in the Eurozone. Internationally exposed manufacturing is bearing the brunt of that. But surveys suggest that 

the rough patch in the Eurozone, triggered by Vladimir Putin’s aggression in Ukraine, may be passing now. Along with 

cheap oil, falling food prices and the lower mortgage rates that are already coming through on the back of the subdued 

inflation outlook, that should help give the UK recovery its fizz back next year. We look for growth to accelerate to 0.8% 

qoq by next summer. 
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